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In this paper the numerical integration of integrable Hamiltonian systems is
considered. Symplectic one-step methods are used. The discrete system is shown to
be integrable up to a remainder which is exponentially small with respect to the
step size of the one-step method. As a consequence it is shown that the global
error grows linearly for exponentially long times. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate numerical integration schemes applied to
integrable Hamiltonian differential equations.
Consider a Hamiltonian differential equation
0 I 2 mx s f x s J =H x , J s , x g R , 1 .  .  .Ç  /yI 0
 .  .with Hamiltonian function H x . Let F t, x denote the solution of Eq.
 .  .  .1 with F 0, x s x. Assume that Eq. 1 is integrable. In technical terms
this means that there is a transformation to action-angle variables a, w
 .such that in some domain Eq. 1 takes the form
w s v a , w g T m .Ç
2 .
a s 0, a g V ; R m .Ç
 .In particular this implies that system 1 admits m independent first
integrals in involution. Note that in the domain under consideration all
solutions lie on invariant tori described by a s constant.
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 .We shall discuss the application of a numerical integrator to Eq. 1 .
 .The reason is the following. Even if Eq. 1 is integrable the transforma-
tion to action-angle variables may not be known explicitly. Then it is not
 .possible to compute solutions of the given system by solving Eq. 2 . This is
 .why it is of interest to apply a numerical integration scheme to Eq. 1 .
 .A one-step method of order p is a map C h, x satisfying
pq1C h , x y F h , x F Ch .  .
for h sufficiently small and for all x in some bounded domain. The
 . one-step method C h, x is called symplectic or canonical if it generates a
.  .family of symplectic maps, i.e., if its Jacobian K [ ­ C h, x satisfiesx
K TJK s J whenever the underlying differential equation is Hamiltonian.
For an overview on symplectic integration methods see Hairer, Nùrsett,
w x w x w xand Wanner 3 , Sanz-Serna 7 , Sanz-Serna and Calvo 8 , and Yoshida
w x12 . Symplectic Runge]Kutta methods were first introduced by Lasagni
w x w x w x4 , Sanz-Serna 6 , and Suris 11 .
Throughout this paper we shall make the following assumptions on Eqs.
 .  .1 , 2 .
HYPOTHESIS H . There is a point aU g V and there are positi¨ e constants0
s , r, c , a such that the following holds:0
 .  .i Equation 1 is analytic in some complex domain B. There is a real
 .  .analytic canonical transformation taking Eq. 1 to Eq. 2 . This canonical
transformation takes B into some complex domain containing
U< <D s , r [ w , a Im w F s , a y a F r . 4 .  .  .
 .  U .ii v a satisfies the strong non-resonance condition
c0U m  4n ? v a G for all n g Z y 0 . . a< <n
 .The main result of this paper states that if Eq. 1 satisfies Hypothesis
H and if a symplectic integration scheme is applied to this equation then0
all m first integrals are approximately preserved for very long times. Here
very long means exponentially long with respect to the step size. For a
.more precise statement see Corollary 3.
The paper is organized as follows.
 .In Section 2 we apply a symplectic integration method to Eq. 1 . We
investigate its structure in action-angle variables. Since the integration
method defines a symplectic map it may be described by some generating
function introduced in this section.
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In Section 3 we apply an averaging procedure to the symplectic map of
Section 2. In fact we show that the integration method, i.e., our map, is
integrable up to exponentially small terms. The problem treated in this
w xsection is a reminiscent of a theorem of Nekhoroshev 5 and is related to
w xa paper of Benettin and Giorgilli 2 . Benettin and Giorgilli show that if a
symplectic scheme is applied to a Hamiltonian system not necessarily
.integrable then the Hamiltonian is approximately preserved for exponen-
tially long times. Our main result states that in the integrable case all m
first integrals are approximately preserved for exponentially long times.
Section 4 contains the proof of a lemma used in Section 3.
w x w xThis paper is related to the Parts I 9 and III 10 as follows.
w xIn 9, 10 we consider a perturbed differential equation of the form
x s f x q « f 1 x , « . 3 .  .  .Ç
We assume that for « s 0 the differential equation is integrable. If the
 .transformation to action and angle variables associated with x s f x isÇ
 .applied to the perturbed system Eq. 3 we obtain
w s v a q « R1 w , a, « .  .Ç
4 .
a s «T 1 w , a, « . .Ç
1  .We assume that the perturbation « f in Eq. 3 is dissipative and,
moreover, that one particular torus of the unperturbed system persists and
becomes attractive for sufficiently small « ) 0. The goal of Parts I and III
is to investigate the behaviour of numerical integration methods if applied
to this situation.
 .In Part I we assume that f x s Cx holds, i.e., f is linear. In Part III we
treat the case where f is non-linear. In both cases we show that symplectic
integration methods exhibit good qualitative behaviour.
2. SYMPLECTIC ONE-STEP METHODS AND
GENERATING FUNCTIONS
In this section we apply a symplectic one-step method C of order p to
 .  .  .Eq. 1 . We denote the time-h map of Eq. 1 by F h, x . We transform
 .  .the maps F and C to the action and angle variables w, a , cf. Eq. 2 . In
these coordinates the time-h map F has the form
w s w q hv a .1
a s a1
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and the integration method C is of the form
p 0w s w q h v a q h r h , w , a .  .1
5 .
a s a q h pq1 t 0 h , w , a . .1
 .Since the method C is assumed to be symplectic the map 5 is symplectic.
For fixed h this symplectic map has the form
Äw s f w , a s w q f w , a .  .w 1C : ¬ . 6 . /a  /a s g w , a s a q g w , a .  .Ä1
m m  . <Let C be defined in a domain E ; T = C . Set E [ w, a 'a:1 1
 .  .4  .w, a g E, a s g w, a . It is easily seen that if Lip g - 1 then for eachÄ1 a
 .  .  .w, a g E there is a unique a with w, a g E and a s g w, a . Note1 1 1
 .that in our situation the condition Lip g - 1 is satisfied if h is suffi-Äa
ciently small. We then may define
G: E ª C m , G w , a s a, where a is the uniquely determined .1 1
solution of a s g w , a , i.e., g w , G w , a s a .  . . .1 1 1
F : E ª T m , F w , a [ f w , G w , a , .  . .1 1 1
w s F w , a .w 1 1m mC : E ª T = C , ¬ .1 1 a /  /a s G w , a1  .1
One then has
w w www w1 1s C , g E m s C , g E1 1 /  /  / a a /  /a / a a a 1 11
and the equations
Äw s F w , a s w q F w , a .  .1 1 1
Äa s G w , a s a q G w , a .  .1 1 1
may be viewed as an implicit description of the map C. Since the map C is
exact symplectic there is a generating function S defined on E such that1
Ä ÄS s F , S s G,a w
w x see, e.g., Arnold 1 convention: the derivatives S , S , . . . are considereda w
.  .as column vectors . In our case there is a function hV a q1
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pq1  .  .  .  .h S h, w, a such that the map 5 : w, a ¬ w , a is given by the1 1 1
implicit equation
w s w q hv a q h pq1S h , w , a , v a [ V a .  .  .  .1 1 a 1 1 a 1
7 .
pq1a s a yh S h , w , a . .1 w 1
 .Note that the map 7 is integrable if S vanishes.
3. AVERAGING OF THE SYMPLECTIC
INTEGRATION METHOD
 .In this section we investigate the symplectic map 5 . We show that
under Hypothesis H the w-dependent terms r 0 and t 0 may be averaged0
up to exponentially small remainders. In view of Section 2 one may write
 .the symplectic integration method in the implicit form 7 with generating
 . pq1  .function hV a q h S h, w, a . We split S into two parts1 1
ÃS h , w , a s S h , a q S h , w , a , .  .  .1 1 1
Ãwhere S is the average of S with respect to w while S has vanishing
average. The following theorem states that there is a canonical transforma-
 .tion to new coordinates F, A such that the transformed map is described
by a new generating function hV q h pq1SU with
U U UÃS h , F , A s S h , A q S h , F , A , .  .  .1 1 1
U U UÃwhere S is exponentially small in h. Here again S is the average of S
ÃUwith respect to w and S has vanishing average.
We shall use the following norm: for a function f defined in a domain
 .containing D s , r we define
5 5f [ sup f w , a . 4 .s , r
 .  .w , a gD s , r
THEOREM 1. Let Hypothesis H be satisfied. Let b X - pr2 be gi¨ en and0
let b satisfy
p y b X p y 2b X b X
b - min , , , 1 . 52m q 2a q 3 m q a q 3 a q 1
 .Then there is a positi¨ e constant h and a symplectic transformation F, A0
 . U U¬ w, a such that the following holds for all h and h with h F h F h :0
 .The symplectic transformation is defined for F, A in a set containing
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 U .D sr2, d r2 with
dU s hU b
X
,
 U .  U .  .it takes D sr2, d r2 to D s , d , and transforms Eq. 7 to
U U U Up pq1 ÃF s F q h v A q h S h , h , A q h S h , h , F , A .  .  .1 1 a 1 a 1
pq1 ÃU UA s A yh S h , h , F , A . .1 w 1
The following estimates hold for SU and the transformation:
1
U U UÃ Ã Ã ÃU U U5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S , S , S F exp y Ss r2, d r2 s r2, d r2 s r2, d r2 s , da w U b /h
p Uyb mqaq1.yb X Ã5 5 5 5F y w F Ch h S s , d
p Uyb mqaq1. Ã5 5 5 5A y a F Ch h S .s , d
The proof of the theorem is obtained by a sequence of transformations
for which the w-dependent terms become smaller by a factor 1re in each
step. To simplify the notation we replace h p by l. The generating function
 .  .  .of Eq. 7 then reads hV a q hlS h, w, a . For l s 0 this generating1 1
function generates the time-h map of the system; for l s h p it generates
the symplectic one-step method. Since we shall perform a sequence of
 .  j. 0.transformations to the map 7 we write S instead of S and put S s S.
 j. The functions S will depend on l and d s and d are parametersj j j
 .describing the domain of definition D s , d of the generating functionj j
 j..  .S . In the jth step the symplectic map 7 is implicitly given by
 j.  j.Ãw s w q h v a q lS h , a , l, d q hlS h , w , a , l, d .  .  .1 1 a 1 j a 1 j
8 .
Ã j.a s a yhlS h , w , a , l, d .1 w 1 j
 j.  j.  j.Ã .  . with v a s V a S is the average of S with respect to w and S1 a 1
.  .has vanishing average . For l s 0, Eq. 8 describes the time-h map
 .  . pF h, x of Eq. 1 , and for l s h it represents the integration scheme
 .C h, x , but with respect to an intermediate set of coordinates. The goal is
Ã j.to choose the transformations in such a way that the norm of S
diminishes in each step by a factor 1re. The proof of Theorem 1 is based
on the following lemma the proof of which is given in Section 4.
 j.  .  .  .LEMMA 2. Let the map P : w, a ¬ w , a gi¨ en by Eq. 8 be1 1
 j.  j.  .analytic. Let the domain of P and the domain of S contain D s , d ,j j
 U .s F s , d F r, and let v a satisfy the strong non-resonance conditionj j
c0Un ? v a G . a< <n
m  4for some fixed c , a and all n g Z y 0 .0
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Then there are constants h , C , C such that the following holds: If0 0 1
5  j. 5S F ms , d Sj j
lm F C smq aq1min r , s .S 0 9 .
5 5h v F sr6s , dj j
 4  4for some m ) 0, r F min d r3, 1 , s F min s r3, 1 , h F h then there is aS j j 0
 .  .symplectic transformation F, A ¬ w, a gi¨ en by a generating function
 j. .  .lU h, F, a, l, d defined in a set containing D s , d :j j j
w s F q lU  j. h , F , a, l, d .a j
10 .
 j.a s A y lU h , F , a, l, d . .w j
 .  .The transformation 10 takes Eq. 8 to
 jq1.  jq1.ÃF s F q h v A q lS h , A , l, d q hlS h , F , A , l, d .  .  .1 1 a 1 j a 1 j
Ã jq1.A s A yhlS h , F , A , l, d . .1 w 1 j
11 .
 jq1.  jq1.  jq1. .  .The map P : F, A ¬ F , A and the function S s S q1 1
Ã jq1.  .S are defined in domains containing D s y 3s, d y 3r . The functionj j
S  jq1. and the partial deri¨ ati¨ es S  jq1., S  jq1. satisfy the estimatesa w
5  jq1. 5 5  j. 5  jq1.S F S q Ks y3 s , d y3 r s , dj j j j
 jq1.  j.  jq1.5 5 5 5S F S q K 12 .s y3 s , d y3 r s , da aj j j j
Ã jq1. Ã jq1. Ã jq1.  jq1.5 5 5 5 5 5S , S , S F Ks y3 s , d y3 r s y3 s , d y3 r s y3 s , d y3 ra wj j j j j j
with
1 1
 jq1. y2mqaq1. ymqaq1. y2  j.Ã5 5K s C l s q q s r S ms , d1 Sj j /s r
1 1
ym yM h , d . sr2  j.j Ã5 5q C s q e S 13 .s , d1 j j /s r
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and
 .1r 1qa¡ c0~M h , d [ min , .j  /¢ 2 L dv j
¦1 ¥,
 j. §
ph sup v a q lS h , a, l, d .  . 5ag Ds , d . , lgw0, h x jj j
 .where L denotes the Lipschitz constant of v a .v
 .Moreo¨er, for the transformation 10 the estimates
 j. ymqa . y1  j.Ã5 5U h , F , a, l, d F C s r S . s , da j 1 j j
 j. ymqaq1.  j.Ã5 5U h , F , a, l, d F C s S . s , dw j 1 j j
hold.
We apply Lemma 2 iteratively in such a way that for every application of
 jq1.  jq1.  jq1.ÃLemma 2 the new generating function S s S q S has a part
Ã jq1. Ã j.S which is 1re times smaller than S . In this way we shall obtain
exponentially small estimates.
p 0.  .Proof of Theorem 1. Setting l s h and S [ S, Eq. 7 takes the
 .  .form of Eq. 8 for j s 0. We apply Lemma 2 iteratively to Eq. 8 , i.e., we
consider a sequence of systems
 j.  j.ÃF s F q h v A q lS A q hlS F , A , .  .  .1 1 a 1 a 1
j s 0, . . . , n .
 j.ÃA s A y hlS F , A , .1 w 1
14 .  .j
Here and in the following we mostly drop the parameters h, l, d asj
 .  .arguments. The j q 1 st application of Lemma 2 takes the system 14  j.
 .to the system 14 , j s 0, . . . , n y 1. We set jq1.
Us dybUn [ h q 1, s [ , r [ . .
6n 6n
 . UIf s ) 1 then choose a smaller s e.g., s s 6 such that s F 1. If h F 1
then also r F 1. We shall show that if hU is sufficiently small then
Ã jq1. Ã j.< <  . < <S F 1re S holds in appropriate domains, j s 0, . . . , n y 1.
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We shall need several times the inequalities
yb ybU b U Un F 1 q h h F 2 h , .  .  .
s s
U b U U bs s G h G C h ,
6n 12 15 .
dU 1 X XU bqb U U bqbr s G h G C h ,
6n 12
U  4where C [ min s , 1 r12. We define
5 0. 5 Um [ 4 S s , dS
j
s [ s 1 yj  /2n
j
Ud [ d 1 yj  /2n
and claim that the following holds for 0 F j F n and for all sufficiently
small hU :
 j.  .  .Claim. The generating function S and the map F, A ¬ F , A1 1
 .  .given by Eq. 14 are defined in domains containing D s , d . The j. j j
 j.  .function S satisfies the conditions 9 of Lemma 2, i.e.,
1 j. jq1  j. . 5 5   . .i S F m 1 y \ m ,s , d S S2j j
 .  j. mqaq1  .ii lm F C s min r, s ,S 0
 . 5 5iii h v F sr6.s , dj j
Moreover,
 .  j.  j.iv For j ) 0 the constant K of Lemma 2 satisfies K F
j Ã0. U . 5 51re S .s , d
 .The proof is done by induction. For j s 0 assertion i holds by defini-
 .  . Xtion of m . We verify ii and iii . By the conditions on b , b one has forS
U  U  .sufficiently small h here C is the constant defined in 15 and C is the0
.constant of Lemma 2
 .  j. U p U mqaq2 U b mqaq2.qb
X
mq aq1ii lm F h m F C C h F C s =S S 0 0
 .min r, s .
 . 5 5 U U U U biii h v F const h F C h r6 F sr6.s , d
We now assume that the claim holds for j. One may apply Lemma 2.
There is a transformation given by a generating function lU  j. taking the
 .  .system 14 to the system 14 . According to our definition of s , d j.  jq1. j j
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 jq1.  .the function S is defined in D s , d . We next show thatjq1 jq1
1
 jq1.  j.Ã5 5K F S 16 .s , dj je
holds for small hU. Note that the following estimates may be obtained
 .independently of j. By Eq. 13 of Lemma 2 it suffices to verify
1 1 1
y2 mqaq1. ymqaq1. y2C l s q q s r m F1 S /s r 2 e
1 1 1
ym yM h , d . sr2jC s q e F .1  /s r 2 e
These inequalities are satisfied if
U pw Uy b 2 mq2 aq3.yb X Uy b mqaq3.y2 b X xh h q h F const 17 .
hUy b mq1.yb
X
eyc onst M h , d j.h
U b
F const. 18 .
 . UEquation 17 clearly holds for sufficiently small h since by assumption
both exponents of hU are positive.
 .   .To verify Eq. 18 we distinguish two cases cf. the definition of M h, dj
.in Lemma 2 .
 .  .1r1qa . Uy1r1qa .Case 1. M h, d s c r2 L d G const d .j 0 v j
 .Equation 18 holds if
hUy b mq1.yb
X
exp yconst hU byb
X r1qa . F const. .
This inequality holds if hU is sufficiently small since by assumption the
X  .exponent b y b r 1 q a is negative.
Uy 1 j. . <  . <Case 2. M h, d s 1rh sup w a q lS G const h .j a
 .Equation 18 is satisfied if
hUy b mq1.yb
X
exp yconst hU by1 F const. .
This inequality holds for hU small enough since b - 1.
 . UIt follows that there is h ) 0 such that Eq. 16 holds for all h F h .0 0
 .The constant h is independent of j since our estimates of Eqs. 17 and0
 .  .18 do not depend on j. Assertion iv of the claim follows. Using
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Ã0. 0.U U5 5 5 5S F 2 S we also haves , d s , d
5  jq1. 5 5  j. 5  jq1.S F S q Ks , d s , d jq1.  jq1. j j
jq1 jq11 1
0.Ã U5 5F m 1 y q S s , dS  /  / /2 2
jq21
F m 1 yS  / /2
 .  .  .proving claim i . The claims ii and iii are verified as for j s 0.
U n . .Theorem 1 follows from Eq. 11 of Lemma 2 if one sets S [ S .
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1 we find
COROLLARY 3. Let Hypothesis H be satisfied. Apply a symplectic RK-0
 . Xmethod F of order p to Eq. 1 . Let b - pr2 be gi¨ en and let b satisfy
p y b X p y 2b X b X
b - min , , , 1 . 52m q 2a q 3 m q a q 3 a q 1
 .Let F generate an orbit x , x , . . . , in action-angle ¨ariables w , a ,0 1 0 0
 . Uw , a , . . . , with a s a .1 1 0
Then there are constants h , K such that for all h F h , the following0 0
estimates hold for the global error,
U pyb mqaq1.w y w q nhv a F nhKh . .n 0
< U < pyb mqaq1.a y a F Khn
 b .for all n with nh F exp 1rh .
Remark. The meaning of Corollary 3 is that for integrable systems the
global error of symplectic methods grows linearly for exponentially long
 .times exponentially long with respect to the step size h . In Corollary 3
this result is expressed in action-angle coordinates.
Note that in general the global error grows exponentially and not
linearly.
Proof. According to Theorem 1 we may transform the method to
 . Ucoordinates F, A . We set h [ h. The estimates for the transformation
lead to
< < pyb mqaq1.A y a F const h .
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From Theorem 1 we obtain
< < pA y A F const hn 0
F , A g D sr2, dUr2 .  .n n
 b .  .for all n with nh F exp 1rh . Transforming back to coordinates w, a
< < pyb mqaq1.yields a y a F const h . The integration method has then 0
 .  < 0 . <4Uform of Eq. 5 . Put K [ sup r h, w, a . It follows0 w , a.g D0, d r2.
U U pw y w q nhv a F nh sup v a y v a q nhK h .  .  . .  4n 0 j 0
F nh const h pyb mqaq1.
proving Corollary 3.
4. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 2
 .In this section we give the proof of Lemma 2. We drop the index j of
U and write U instead of U  j. for simplicity. We first define U. Let
S  j. w , a s S  j. a ein?w .  . n
mngZ
be the Fourier expansion of S  j. and let d - r. Here and in the followingj
w  .xwe mostly drop the parameters h, l, d as arguments. Set N [ M h, dj j
  ..  j.integer part of M h, d and split S into the three partsj
 j.  j.S a [ S a .  .0
S F w , a, d [ S  j. a ein?w .  . n
< <0- n FN
S ) w , a, d [ S  j. a ein?w . .  . n
< <n )N
< < < U <If 0 - n F N and if a y a F d then it follows from the strong non-j
 .resonance condition H ii and from the definition of N that0
U Un ? v a G n ? v a y n ? v a y v a .  .  .  . .
U U< < < <G n ? v a y n L a y a . v
c0
< <G y n L da v j< <n
c0G ) 0.a< <2 n
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1i z< < < < < <It is not difficult to see that e y 1 G z holds for z F 1. Since by the2
<  . <definition of N the inequality hn ? v a F 1 holds we find
< < ah 2 4 n
F F . 19 .i hn?v a.< < n ? v a ce y 1  . 0
Hence the functions
h
 j.U a [ S a .  .n nih n?v a.e y 1
< < < U <are defined for all n, a, h with 0 - n F N, a y a F d . The functionj
U w , a, d [ U a ein?w . . j n
< <0- n FN
 .  .is defined for w, a g D s , d and satisfiesj j
U w q hv a , a, d y U w , a, d s hS F w , a, d . 20 .  . .  . .j j j
We now give estimates for U and S ) . Since the Fourier coefficients of the
Ã j.  .analytic function S decay exponentially we find using Eq. 19
< < ah 4 n
 j. y < n < s  j.j Ã5 5U a s S a F e S . .  . s , dn n j jihn?v a.< < ce y 1 0
 . mIt is not difficult to see that the number of m-tuples n s n , . . . , n g Z1 m
< < m my1 with n s k is less than or equal to 2 k use induction with respect to
.  .  .m . Hence, for all w, a g D s y s, d we havej j
< n <s ys.jU w , a, d F U a e . . j n
< <0- n FN
4
a j. y < n < sÃ5 5 < <F S n es , dj jc0 < <0- n FN
mq 2 `2
 j. aqmy1 yk sÃ5 5F S k es , dj jc0 ks1
mq 2
`2 aqmy1 j. ys xÃ5 5F S 1 q x e dx .s , dHj jc 00
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and we finally obtain the estimate
mq 22
s ymqa .  j.Ã5 5U ?, ? , d F e G m q a s S , . . s , dj s ys , d j jj j c0
 . ` ty1 yxwhere G t s H x e dx denotes the Euler gamma function. For the0
)  .  .remainder S we similarly get for w, a g D s y s, dj j
)  j. < n <s ys.jS w , a, d F S a e . . j n
< <n )N
Ã j. y < n < s5 5F S es , dj j
< <n )N
`
m  j. my1 yk sÃ5 5F 2 S k es , dj j
ksNq1
`
m  j. yNq1. sr2 my1 yk sr2Ã5 5F 2 S e k es , dj j
ks1
yms
m  j. yNq1. sr2 sr2Ã5 5F 2 S e m y 1 ! e .s , dj j  /2
and hence
) 2 m sr2 ym  j. yM h , d . sr2jÃ5 5S ?, ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! e s S e . . . s , dj s ys , d j jj j
We define
Ã j.V F , a [ U F q hv a , a y U F , a y hS F , a . .  .  .  . .
 .  .The functions U, V are defined for F, a g D s , d . We have derived thej j
following estimates:
y mqa . Ã j.5 5 5 5U F const s S ,s ys , d s , dj j j j
21 .
) ym Ã j. yM h , d j. sr25 5 5 5 5 5V s hS F const hs S e .s ys , d s ys , d s , dj j j j j j
Here and in the following we denote a lot of constants by the same symbol
``const.'' All these constants may be different but they have in common
that they neither depend on the variables w, a, F, A nor on the parame-
ters h, l, s , d , but they may depend on c , a and on the dimensionj j 0
parameter m of the system under consideration.
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 .One can determine C such that Eq. 9 implies the following estimates:0
5 5a l U - 1 . s y2 s , d yrw a j j
r
5 5b l U F . s y2 s , d yrw j j 3
s
5 5c l U F 22 .  .s y2 s , d yra j j 3
Ã j.5 5d hl S - 1 . s y2 s , d yrw a j j
r
 j.Ã5 5e hl S F . s y2 s , d yrw j j 3
s
 j.5 5f h v q lS F . . s y2 s , d yra j j 3
In order to estimate the derivatives of U and S  j. we have used the Cauchy
 .estimate: For any analytic function f defined in D u, ¨ the estimates
k k­ f k! ­ f k!
5 5 5 5F f , F f 23 .u , ¨ u , ¨k k k k­w s ­ a ru , ¨yruys , ¨
hold.
 .  .Claim. If 22 holds then Eq. 10 determines a transformation defined
 .  .  .  .for all w, a g D s y 3s, d y 2 r and all F, A g D s y 3s, d y 2 r .j j j j
 .  .Moreover, F, A g D s y 3s, d y 2 r impliesj j
w , a g D s y 3s q sr3, d y 2 r q rr3 .  .j j
w , a g D s y 3s q 2 sr3, d y 2 r q 2 rr3 .  .1 1 j j
F , A g D s y 2 s, d y r .  .1 1 j j
< <A y A F r .1
 .To prove the claim we first solve Eq. 10 for w and a. Defining
 .  .  . .F a [ A y lU F, a we conclude from Eq. 22 a that F is a contrac-w
 . .  .tion. From Eq. 22 b it follows that F maps the ball B A into itself.rr3
Hence by the contraction mapping principle the function F has a unique
< <  . .  .fixed point a with A y a F rr3. From Eq. 22 c it follows that w, a g
 .D s y 3s q sr3, d y 2 r q rr3 . We again use the contraction mappingj j
 .  .principle to solve Eq. 8 for w and a . We now set F a [ a y1 1 1
Ã j. .  . .  .hlS w, a . Equations 22 d , e imply that there is a unique a gw 1 1
 .  .  . .  . B a satisfying Eq. 8 . From Eq. 22 f we conclude w , a g D s yrr3 1 1 j
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.  .3s q 2 sr3, d y 2 r q 2 rr3 . Finally we use Eq. 10 but with w, a, F, Aj
 .replaced by w , a , F , A . We now first solve for F . We set F F [ w1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  . .  .y lU F , a . Equations 22 a , c imply that F has a unique fixed pointa 1 1
 .  . . < <F in B w . Equation 22 b implies a y A F rr3 and the claim1 sr3 1 1 1
 .follows. That Eq. 10 defines a transformation follows from the proof of
the first and the third assertions.
 .  .We conclude from the claim that the map F, A ¬ F , A is defined1 1
 .  .for F, A g D s y 3s, d y 2 r . The map may be written in the form ofj j
 .  .  .  .  .  .Eq. 6 with w, a , w , a replaced by F, A , F , A . If C in Eq. 9 is1 1 1 1 0
chosen sufficiently small then the Lipschitz constant with respect to A of
  ..  .the function g cf. Eq. 6 is smaller than 1. Since the map F, A ¬Ä
 .F , A is symplectic it takes the form1 1
U j.F s F q h v A q lS h , A , l, d q hlS h , F , A , l, d .  .  .1 1 a 1 a 1
24 .
A s A yhlSU h , F , A , l, d .1 w 1
U  < < .for some function S . Again from the claim A y A F r we conclude1
U  .  .that S is defined in a set containing F, A g D s y 3s, d y 3r .1 j j
U U U  .  .We now derive estimates for S , S , S . We insert Eq. 10 into Eq. 8a w
and obtain
 j.F q lU F , a s F q lU F , a q h v a q lS a .  .  .  .1 a 1 1 a 1 a 1
Ã j.q hlS F q lU F , a , a . .a a 1 25 .
Ã j.A y lU F , a s A y lU F , a y hlS F q lU F , a , a .  .  . .1 w 1 1 w w a 1
Only by adding and subtracting equal terms and by using the definition of
 .the function V we may rewrite Eq. 25 as
 j.F y F y hv A q I q I y hlS A .  .1 1 1 2 a 1
­ V
s yl F , a q I q I q I q I q I q I 26 .  .1 4 5 6 7 8 9­ a
­ V
A y A q I s l F , a q I q I q I .1 3 1 10 11 12­w
with
I s hl Dv a U F , a y Dv a U F q hv A , a .  .  .  . .1 1 w 1 1 1 w 1 1
I s l U F , a y U F q hv A , a .  . .2 a 1 1 a 1 1
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I s yl U F , a y U F q hv A , a .  . .3 w 1 1 w 1 1
I s yh v A y v a y lDv a U F , a .  .  .  .4 1 1 1 w 1 1
 j.  j.I s yhl S A y S a .  .5 a 1 a 1
I s yhl Dv a U F q hv A , a y Dv a U F qhv a , a .  .  .  . .  .6 1 w 1 1 1 w 1 1
I s yl U F q hv A , a y U F q hv a , a .  . .  .7 a 1 1 a 1 1
I s yl U F , a y U F , a .  .8 a 1 a
 j.  j.Ã ÃI s hl S F q lU F , a , a y S F , a .  . .9 a a 1 a 1
I s l U F q hv A , a y U F q hv a , a .  . .  .10 w 1 1 w 1 1
I s l U F , a y U F , a .  .11 w 1 w
 j.  j.Ã ÃI s yhl S F q lU F , a , a y S F , a . .  . .12 w a 1 w 1
Since by our convention the derivatives U , U are considered as columnw a
.vectors an unusual chain rule holds for ­ Vr­ a, cf. I . Note that all6
 .occurring arguments are in D s y 2 s, d y r and that we are able to getj j
 .  .estimates for the derivatives of U and V by means of Eqs. 21 and 23 .
We estimate all terms I . We use several times the relation A s a qj 1 1
 .lU F , a .w 1 1
5 5I s O hl U F y F y hv A . . .s y2 s , d yr1 ww 1 1j j
5 5I s O l U F y F y hv A . . .s y2 s , d yr2 aw 1 1j j
5 5I s O l U F y F y hv A . . .s y2 s , d yr3 ww 1 1j j
2 5 5 2I s O hl U s y2 s , d yr /4 w j j
2  j.5 5 5 5I s O hl S Us y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr /5 aa wj j j j
2 2 5 5 5 5I s O h l U Us y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr .6 ww wj j j j
2 5 5 5 5I s O hl U Us y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr .7 aw wj j j j
27 .
2 Ã j.5 5 5 5I s O hl U Ss y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr /8 aa wj j j j
2 Ã j.5 5 5 5I s O hl S Us y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr /9 aw aj j j j
2 5 5 5 5I s O hl U Us y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr .10 ww wj j j j
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2 Ã j.5 5 5 5I s O hl U Ss y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr /11 w a wj j j j
2 Ã j.5 5 5 5I s O hl S U .s y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr /12 ww aj j j j
 .The left-hand side of Eq. 26 may be written as
 j.F y F y hv A . hlS A1 1  .a 1Id q K y , .  / /A y A 01
where K is defined by
I q IF y F y hv A . 1 21 1K s . / / IA y A 31
 .  .Using Eqs. 21 , 23 we may estimate the derivatives U , U , U , U , V ,w a ww aa w
Ã j. . 5 5and V in the domain D s y 2 s, d y r by S . By redefining C , ifs , da j j 0j j
 .necessary, condition 9 implies
1
< < 5 5 5 5K s O l U q l U F . 28 . .s y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yrww awj j j j 2
< .y1 <Hence Id q K is invertible and Id q K F 2 holds. Hence the left-
 .hand side of Eq. 26 has the form
 j.F y F y hv A y hlS A .  .1 1 a 1 ÃId q K q K .  /A y A1
with
 j.hlS A . 2a 1Ã 5 5K s K s O hl U s y2 s , d yr ww j j /0
 j.5 5 5 5q U S ..s y2 s , d yr s y2 s , d yr /aw aj j j j
Ã .We estimate the right-hand side of Eq. 26 . The terms I , . . . , I , K, lV ,4 12 a
Ã j.  j. < < < <.and lV may be estimated by we used S F 2 Sw
2 y2mqa .y3 Ã j. 25 5const hl s S s , dj j
2 y2mqa .y2 y1 Ã j.  j.5 5 5 5q const hl s r S Ss , d s , dj j j j
2 ymqa .y1 y2 Ã j.  j.5 5 5 5q const hl s r S Ss , d s , dj j j j
y mq1. Ã j. yM h , d j. sr25 5q const hls S es , dj j
ym y1 Ã j. yM h , d j. sr25 5q const hls r S e . 29 .s , dj j
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Ã y1 .  .We shift K to the right-hand side of Eq. 26 and multiply by Id q K .
We get
 j.F y F y hv A y hlS A s K .  .1 1 a 1 1
A y A s K ,1 2
where K and K may be estimated by an expression of the form of Eq.1 2
 .  .29 . Since the map is symplectic and has the form of Eq. 24 we find
U U  .hlS s K and hlS s yK . From Eq. 29 the estimatesa 1 w 2
5 U 5 5 U 5 XS , S F Ks y3 s , d y3 r s y3 s , d y3 ra wj j j j
with
1 1
X y2mqaq1. ymqaq1. y2  j.Ã5 5K s const l s q q s r S ms , d Sj j /s r
1 1
ym yM h , d . sr2  j.j Ã5 5q const s q e S s , dj j /s r
follow. We may split the function SU into two parts
U U UÃS h , w , a, l, d s S h , a, l, d q S h , w , a, l, d . .  .  .
U jq1.  j. .  .  .Defining S h, w, a, l, d s S h, a, l, d q S h, w, a, l, d we have
U jq1.  j.S s S q S
Ã jq1. ÃUS s S
 .  jq1.  jq1.  jq1.and the estimates 12 for S , S follow. The estimate for S isa w
obtained by integration. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
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